
GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

ndOn January 2 , 2011, Vincent C. Gray became the sixth mayor of the District of Columbia.  One year later, 
Mayor Gray has been aggressive about moving the District forward despite a challenging economy. From 
day one, the Mayor has steadfastly remained focused on job creation and economic growth, quality 
education, fiscal stability and safe communities while tirelessly promoting self-determination and 
sustainability for the District of Columbia.  

The Gray Administration is reducing unemployment: Despite taking office amid a still-sluggish 
national economy and historically high unemployment rates in the District, Mayor Gray's efforts to get 
District residents back to work have been successful in reducing the unemployment rate. In November 
alone, the rate dropped by nearly half a percentage point. Although we still have a long way to go, the 
number of private-sector jobs in the District has increased by 17,100 (or 3.7 percent) since Mayor Gray 
took office.

Long-stalled major development projects are now moving ahead: 
While development in most American cities is dormant , the District of 
Columbia is brimming with new construction, including 14 major 
projects currently under construction. There are currently $2.14 
billion worth of District-affiliated projects under construction, creating 
over 3,350 temporary construction jobs and almost 6,000 permanent 
jobs. They include massive private-sector-funded projects that were 
long stalled or tied up in red tape – such as the CityCenter project on 
the site of the old Convention Center and the CityMarket at O project. 
When complete, they will grow our economy, create jobs and bring in 
tens of millions of dollars in additional revenues to the District through sales taxes, property taxes as 
well as income taxes for new residents whom they will attract. The projects are:

1. 3rd & H Street NE (Giant)   
2. Canal Park
3. City Market at O Street
4. CityCenter (Parcel A) 
5. Convention Center Headquarters Hotel
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➢ Modeling fire dynamics for Complex Geometry.

➢ Treatment of FDS physics units. 

➢ Defining geometries in FDS. Restrictions on GEOM input.

➢ The CATF input namelist.

➢ Workflow showcase through validation case.

➢ Summary.
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FDS for Complex Geometry

The Fire Dynamics Simulator* (FDS) is used in:

• performance-based design,
• forensic work,
• Simulation of wild land fire scenarios.

• In 3D it employs structured, rectilinear grids.
• Defines “lego-block” geometries for internal

boundaries.

Objective:

Add on : Develop an efficient, conservative numerical
scheme for complex geometry within FDS.

* K. McGrattan et al. Fire Dynamics Simulator, Tech. Ref. Guide, NIST. Sixth Ed., Sept. (2013). 

Overhead compartment model, 
Guo H., FAA.

NFRL 20 MW calibration burner.

Gatlinburg Canyon terrain. 
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Fire on sloped compartment. R. L Vettori, NISTIR 7079 (2003).

FDS Modifies the geometry keeping the fluid mesh:

• The geometry shape is changed to conform (”snap to”) to the fluid mesh.

Cuboid obstacles

FDS for Complex Geometry
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Fire on sloped compartment. R. L Vettori, NISTIR 7079 (2003).

Modifying the fluid mesh, keeping
geometry shape:

• The FDS meshes are modified to conform
to the geometry definitions.

• Computational geometry engine.

Grid aligned cut-faces

Unstructured
Cut-cells

FDS for Complex Geometry

Structured
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FDS physics units
• Scalar transport:
Spatial and temporal discretization on cut-cell region.

rn+1,Ya

n+1
Scalar

transport

• Combustion, Radiation:
Different cell volumes, boundary cut-faces as source of
Radiation FVM.

• Energy:
Unstructured FVM discretization, BCs.

Ñ×u( )
n+1Divergence

Constraint*

* R. J. McDermott. J. Comput. Phys. 274, pp. 413-431 (2014); + E. A. Fadlun et al. J. Comput. Phys. 161, pp. 35-60 (2000).

Combustion, Radiation

DEVC
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FDS physics units
• Momentum Coupling:
Add presence of boundary through IBM, wall modeled LES.
Respect continuity through divergence equivalence.

¶
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• Post Processing:
SMV SLCF, BNDF, devices, etc.

NIST calibration burner, 8MW. 
Temperature: 20OC (blue) to 1400OC (red).
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Defining geometries

Defining a geometry with &GEOM:

&SURF ID='BURNER', HRRPUA=300., COLOR='RED' /

&SURF ID='WALLS TETRA', COLOR='GRAY 60', ADIABATIC=T, DEFAULT=T /

# Geometries:

&GEOM ID='TETRA'

SURF_ID='WALLS TETRA','BURNER'

VERTS=0.0, 0.0, 0.0,

1.0, 0.0, 0.0,

0.0, 1.0, 0.0,

0.0, 0.0, 1.0,

FACES=1, 2, 4,   1,

1, 3, 2,   1,

1, 4, 3,   1,

2, 3, 4,   2,

GAXIS=-1.,1.,0.

GROTATE=30.

SCALE=2.5,2.5,2.5

/
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Restrictions on GEOMs

Bad GEOMs

Good GEOM

Non manifold, intersecting Open surface Self intersecting

• Unique non-degenerate VERTS.

• All edges of non-zero length, connecting two faces.

• FACES of non-zero area, not intersecting others.

• Local VERTS numbering follows right hand rule outside.

• GEOMs define unconnected volumes through surfaces.

They don’t intersect, self intersect.
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CATF Namelist

• CATF : Concatenate input files.
• Include information from different text files into an FDS input file.
• Allows us to employ a large &GEOM (or other Namelists) on several input files.

tetra.geom

tetra_demo.fds
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CATF Namelist

Executing FDS produces an input file tetra_demo_cat.fds at startup that is used in the run.
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FAA fire on B747 overhead cargo compartment test:

• Hidden area fire on Boeing 747 overhead compartment.

LIDAR generated 3D 
CAD model.

Propane Burner 11KW

Guo H. et al., FAA Technical Report DOT/FAA/TC-18/14 (2018).
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• CAD model imported to preprocessor (PyroSim, Blender FDS). Objects must be made consistent.
Surface triangle sizes and simulation parameters, including FDS meshes required, are defined here.
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• From preprocessor an FDS input file (and files to be included through &CATF) is generated.

. . . 

. . .
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• FDS defines the cut-cell regions near the geometries surfaces.
• The burden of defining the grid next to the object is on the computational geometry module of FDS.
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*Guo H. et al., FAA Technical Report DOT/FAA/TC-18/14 (2018).

TC 18

TC 22
TC 39

Thermocouple layout*, 5 cm from ceiling insulation. 
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Summary

➢ An add on to FDS, but requires rewriting on 
most code units.

➢ Allows to impose triangulated boundary 
surfaces on fluid grid.

➢ Ongoing validation and verification.

➢ Ongoing implementation of radiation, 
mass/heat flux BCs, LES wall models, and 
others.

➢ GEOMs (in Beta) will be released in FDS 7.
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Thank you


